Forms Modernization

Keep Oracle Forms and Modernize
Oracle Forms is a traditional Oracle application development
technology that works. But now, it’s time to get your Forms
applications up to speed with the rest of your business.
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Modernizing your Forms applications
is just a step away

Are you Forced to Give up Forms?
No, of course not.

Many enterprises have Oracle Forms-based applications

Ever wonder how many days of business you’d lose if you

and are running very efficient operations. Yet, they

had to unplug every Forms application you’d built and

wish they could have nicer dashboards, connect to web

start anew by migrating to a brand-new platform? Many

services, access Forms data from mobile devices or

vendors will tell you it’s the only choice you have.

integrate other new technologies. It’s all possible.

We’re here to tell you can choose to keep all your

Thanks to the experts at Insum and Oracle Application

well-oiled Forms applications because they dovetail so

Express, you can keep all the advantages of Forms while

well with another Oracle Development platform called

accessing more modern functionality.

Oracle Application Express.

Rapid Application Development
to Modernize Oracle Forms

We’ll Help You Bring Your Projects in
On Time, And on Budget

As a native Oracle product sitting inside your database,

We’re APEX experts, and we’ll guide you in your Forms

Oracle Application Express is robust, secure, and comes

modernization. We’ve assembled the world’s foremost

at no extra cost. In fact, it is already covered by your

international APEX consultants and developers and

Oracle Database license. It was specially designed to

created a tight, agile team that will coach your resources

work with other Oracle products such as Forms. It is

into becoming competent APEX developers, or, if you lack

based on the same programming language (PL/SQL) and

the time, do the entire project for you, from A to Z.

shares the same procedural development approach.
It enables Insum and your development team to quickly
build powerful, scalable and professional looking web
and mobile applications that are 100% compatible with
Forms.

Modernization Through Coexistence
The beauty of APEX is that it truly works in harmony with
Forms. No data conversion is necessary. Also, in APEX
much of the complexities of building and deploying an
application are already taken care of. Using wizards,
pre-built components, themes and templates, developers
can very quickly build and deploy robust, stable
applications with an unmatchable ROI. In short:
APEX enables you to leverage your organization’s

Oracle Specialists,
APEX Experts.
Over the past 15 years, Insum has developed
a highly efficient APEX methodology to
help businesses get the most out of their
investments. From user-friendly data entry
forms to mobile applications to powerful
dashboarding and drill down reports, we’ll help
modernize your Forms environment in ways
you didn’t even think possible.

existing Oracle IT skillset (PL/SQL and Oracle
Database)
It is a 100% Oracle product that provides a seamless
interconnection with your Forms applications
It allows your developers to roll out applications
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quickly with little or now impact to existing

insum.ca

installations

forms-apex@insum.ca

Provides a seamless authorization process through
Single Sign-on (SSO)
Enables powerful browser-based dashboards and
reporting of Forms data
Allows for mobile applications

